Even though deep learning methods have greatly increased the overall accuracy of face recognition, an old problem still persists: accuracy is higher for men than for women. Previous researchers have speculated that the difference could be due to cosmetics, head pose, or hair covering the face. It is also often speculated that the lower accuracy for women is caused by women being underrepresented in the training data. This work aims to investigate if gender imbalance in the training data is actually the cause of lower accuracy for females. Using a state-of-the-art deep CNN, three different loss functions, and two training datasets, we train each on seven subsets with different male/female ratios, totaling forty two trainings. The trained face matchers are then tested on three different testing datasets. Results show that gender-balancing the dataset has an overall positive effect, with higher accuracy for most of the combinations of loss functions and datasets when a balanced subset is used. However, for the best combination of loss function and dataset, the original training dataset shows better accuracy on 3 out of 4 times. We observe that test accuracy for males is higher when the training data is all male. However, test accuracy for females is not maximized when the training data is all female. For a number of combinations of loss function and test dataset, accuracy for females is higher when only 75% of the training data is female than when 100% of the training data is female. This suggests that lower accuracy for females is not a simple result of the fraction of female training data. By clustering face features, we show that in general, male faces are closer to other male faces than female faces, and female faces are closer to other female faces than male faces.
Introduction
Deep learning has drastically increased face recognition accuracy [21, 7, 26, 18, 29, 9] . However, similar to traditional methods [23, 16, 6, 11, 12] , the accuracy of deep learning methods has being shown to be worse for women = ? = = ? ? Data Balance Accuracy Figure 1 : The goal of this work is to assess if the difference in face recognition accuracy across genders is correlated to the training data balance. than men. Lu et al. [19] reported the effects of demographics on unconstrained scenarios using five different deep networks. Their results show lower accuracy for females, and they speculate that long hair and makeup could be the reason.
In a study of face recognition across ages, Best-Rowden et al. [4] reported results across several covariates. In their gender experiment, they report higher match scores across all time interval for men, concluding that males are easier to recognize than females. In a extension of their paper [5] , they added a new dataset, and came to the same conclusion.
Cook et al. [8] investigate the difference in accuracy between women and men using eleven different automated image acquisition systems. Using a commercial matcher, their results show higher similarity scores for men than women, suggesting that men are easier to recognize.
NIST performed a face recognition vendor test [22] focusing in demographic analysis. On the gender part, they report that women have higher false positive rates than men, and that the phenomenon is consistent across methods and datasets.
Albiero et al. [3] report that the separation between authentic and impostor distributions is greater for men than for women. They show that even when images are controlled for (1) makeup, (2) hair covering the face, (3) head pose and (4) facial expression, the separation is still greater for men than for women. Moreover, they also show that the "gender gap" in separation of impostor and genuine gets smaller when the model used was trained with a balanced training set, but men still have a greater separation.
In deep learning methods, the cause for women having lower accuracy could be the typical under-representation of female images in the training data [3] . In this work, we investigate how gender distribution of the training data affects accuracy. Figure 1 shows an example of what might be expected to happen given three particular distributions of training data: more male data equals better accuracy for males; more female data equals better accuracy for females; and balanced data equals similar accuracy. Using seven training subsets, with different gender-balancing, we investigate how gender balance in training data affects test accuracy.
Method
In this section we describe the two training datasets used, how the training subsets were assembled, implementation details for the trainings, and the three testing datasets used. Figure 2 shows an overview of the training method.
Training Datasets
We started with two widely-used datasets: VG-GFace2 [7] and MS1MV2 [9] . VGGFace2 contains in-the- wild images scraped from the web in 2018 to represent a range of pose and age. VGGFace2 is "almost" genderbalanced, with 3,477 females (40.3%) and 5,154 males (59.7%). Using the loosely-cropped faces available at [1] , we aligned the faces using the MTCNN [31] ; 21,025 faces (out of almost 2M) were not detected and these images were removed from the dataset. After alignment, there are 1,291,873 female images (41.4%) and 1,828,987 male images (58.6%). To create a balanced subset, we randomly removed 1,677 male subjects that account for 537,114 images, so that the dataset has the same number of subjects and images for both males and females. This creates a training subset to directly compare to the full dataset. We then assembled five smaller subsets containing the same number of subjects and images as the smaller group in the balanced dataset, but with different ratios between males and females. All the subsets were selected randomly, where a combination containing the desired number of subjects and images was selected. Table 1 summarizes the subsets assembled from VGGFace2. The MS1MV2 dataset [9] is a cleaned version of the MS1M dataset [14] , containing around 5.8 million images of 85,742 subjects. We used the MS1MV2 provided at [13] , # Subjects Males  Females  Full  59,563  22,499 3,741,274 1,890,773  Balanced  22,499  22,499 1,890,773 1,890,773  F100  0  22,499  0 1,890,773  M25F75  5,624  16,875  472,693 1,418,080  M50F50  11,249  11,249  945,386  945,386  M75F25  16,875  5,624 1,418,080  472,693  M100 22,499 0 1,890,773 0 which already has the faces aligned. As MS1MV2 does not contain metadata that links back to the original MS1M dataset, we used a gender predictor to label the males and females. To obtain a gender label for each subject, we predicted the gender on all the images, and for all subjects that have at least 75% of its images agreeing to the same gender, that gender is assigned. From the 85,742 subjects, 59,563 were assigned as male, and 22,499 were assigned as female. The 3,680 subjects remaining were removed from the subsets creation, but were used in the full dataset training. Finally, to create the training subsets, we repeat the same procedure done with VGGFace2 with MS1MV2. Table 2 summaries the subsets assembled using the MS1MV2 dataset.
# Images Subset Name Males Females
We train a popular network with three different losses on each one of the subsets, totalling 42 trainings. As the full and balanced subsets have many more images and subjects than the other five smaller subsets, we analyze their accuracy separately.
Implementation Details
We train the widely-used ResNet-50 [15] architecture using three different loss functions: standard softmax loss, combined margin loss [9] , and triplet loss [26] . We chose these three losses to represent different trainings: a more default loss (softmax); a combination of newer losses (the combined margin loss combines [29, 18, 9] ); and a nonclassification loss (triplet). The ResNet-50 used implements modifications suggested by [9] , and outputs a feature vector of 512 dimensions.
Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is used in all the trainings. The softmax and combined margin loss trainings use mini-batches of 512 images (VGGFace2), and 256 images (MS1MV2). The triplet loss training uses mini-batches of 240 images for both training datasets, with semi-hard triplet mining and margin of 0.3. The combined margin training uses the combination M 1 = 1.0, M 2 = 0.3, and M 3 = 0.2, as proposed in the development of ArcFace [9] . All trainings are done from scratch, with initial learning rate of 0.1 for the softmax and combined margin losses, and 0.05 for the triplet loss. For the VGGFace2 trainings, the learning rate is reduced by a factor of 10 at 100K, 140K, and 160K iterations for the bigger subsets (full, balanced) and at 50K, 70K, and 80K for the smaller subsets, and finished at 200K for the larger subsets and 100K for the smaller ones. For the MS1MV2 trainings, as a smaller mini-batch was used, the trainings ran for twice the number of iterations, finishing at 400K for the bigger subsets, and 200K for the other ones. The learning rate for the MS1MV2 trainings is reduced at 200K, 280K, and 320K iterations for the two larger subsets, and at 100K, 140K and 160K for the other five. Face images with size 112x112 are used as input.
We selected AgeDB [20] as a validation set for the trainings. Only the hardest subset of AgeDB is used, which consists of pairs of images with subjects that have 30 years difference in age. The AgeDB-30 has around 55% of its data as males, thus is "almost" gender-balanced. The training is evaluated at every 2K iterations, and the weights with the best TAR@FAR=0.1% at the AgeDB-30 subset are selected.
Test Datasets
We selected three datasets to represent a range of different properties in the test datasets: in-the-wild images of highly-varying quality (IJB-B); controlled-environment, medium-quality images (MORPH); and controlledenvironment higher-quality images (Notre Dame). Figure 3 shows the average face for males and females, along with some samples for the MORPH, IJB-B and Notre Dame.
MORPH [25] was assembled from public mugshots and is widely used in the research community. MORPH is composed primarily of African American and Caucasians, that range from 16 to 76 years of age. We used a curated version from [2] that contains a total of 12,775 subjects, of which 10,726 are males and 2,049 are females. The total number of images is 51,926, and the male and female split is 43,888 and 8,038, respectively. Since other research [17] has shown that African-Americans and Caucasians have different accuracy, we analyze the results of the MORPH dataset separately by race. The African-American subgroup has 41,515 images and the Caucasian subgroup has 10,411. The faces were detected and aligned as in the training data.
The IARPA Janus Benchmark-B Face (IJB-B) [30] dataset was assembled using celebrity images and videos from the web and is more gender-balanced. IJB-B contain 991 male subjects (53.72%) and 854 females subjects (46.28%). However, males have 42,989 images (63.03%) and females only 25,206 images (36.97%). Again, faces were aligned using MTCNN. A total of 2,187 faces were not detected and those images were removed from the experiments.
As the quality of first two datasets is not ideal, we also assembled a dataset of high-quality images from data previously collected at the University of Notre Dame [24] . All the images used were acquired in a controlled environment with uniform background. We removed images that had poor quality, and images that were shot too close to the face. After curation, we ended with a dataset containing 261 male subjects with 14,354 images and 169 female subjects with 10,021 images. The faces were detected and aligned using RetinaFace [10] . This dataset will be made freely available.
Experimental Results
This section presents results for the three test datasets: MORPH [25] , IJB-B [30] , and Notre Dame. We compare and discuss the accuracy for the full dataset and the balanced dataset, as well as between the dataset balanced with half the images, and the other four imbalanced ratios of males and females. All results are achieved by matching same gender individual images using cosine similarity.
Validation
The validation results are shown in Table 3 . The trainings using the full and balanced subsets show very similar results, with the largest difference in accuracy being only 1.01%. More interesting, for the five smaller training subsets, for all losses and training datasets, the best accuracy is achieved when the gender-balanced subset (M50F50) is used. However, the drop-off in accuracy between exact gender-balance (M50F50) and a 75/25 or 25/75 ratio is quite small. The largest gap in accuracy is seen with the softmax loss and VGGFace2 dataset, where the training using only females (F100) is 5.7% below the best subset (M50F50). For the other losses and trainings, the worst accuracy is achieved when training with only females (F100) or only males (M100). The softmax loss shows overall better accuracy than the other two losses when trained using VG-GFace2 subsets. While training, we observed that models converged earlier when trained with the combined margin loss on some VGGFace2 subsets: the F100 stops improving at only 4k iterations, whereas the M25F75, M75F25, and M100 stopped improving at 10k iterations. The combined margin loss has better accuracy than the other two losses when trained with the MS1MV2 subsets. Finally, all three losses show higher accuracy when trained with the Table 4 compares the accuracy between training using the full dataset (VGGFace2 or MS1MV2) and its genderbalanced version (which drops a significant number of male images). Except for the triplet loss training on the MS1MV2 balanced subset tested on the Notre Dame dataset, all trainings show higher accuracy for males than females. (The accuracies for the Notre Dame dataset are near ceiling, and the differences are likely not significant.) For the softmax loss on both training datasets, the balanced version improves the accuracy of both males and females for all three testing datasets, especially with VGGFace2 as training data. With VGGFace2, the triplet loss shows overall better accuracy for the training with all the data. However, on MS1MV2, the balanced version of the triplet loss training improved all female results as well as the average between males and females, but achieved a little worse accuracy for the males in MORPH and in Notre Dame dataset. On the other hand, gender-balancing the training dataset while using the combined margin loss does not show the same effect. The combined margin loss shows overall better results for the training using the full dataset, although the difference in accuracy is small between its balanced counterpart, especially with MS1MV2 as training data.
Test Accuracy -Full / Balanced Training
All trainings performed with MS1MV2 show higher ac- 
Training Data Balance and Testing Accuracy
In this Section we analyze the effects of the five differently gender-balanced subsets, each containing the same number of subjects and images. The tables shown in this Section are colored from dark green to dark red. Dark green means the best result is achieved with the expected balancing subset, and dark red means the result is achieved with the opposite balancing subset. Male accuracy is expected to be the best when trained with only male data (M100). Female accuracy is expected to be the highest when only female data (F100) is used. The average between males and females is expected to be higher when a balanced subset (M50F50) is used.
The results for the MORPH Caucasian subset are shown in Table 5 . Except for the M25F75 training using the combined margin loss on the VGGFace2 dataset, the female accuracy is higher than males only when 100% female data is used for training (F100). Trainings performed on the MS1MV2 dataset show results that are overall close to what would be expected: the best accuracy on males is when only male data is used; the best accuracy for females is when only female data is used; and the best average accuracy across both is when a balanced gender data is used. Moving to the VGGFace2 dataset, male results still show the same pattern, however females are not as clear: the highest female accuracy when training with the softmax is with the M50F50 subset, and the highest accuracy with combined margin or triplet is with M25F75. In the VGGFace2 trainings, the highest average of both groups also disagrees: with softmax loss it is with the M50F50 subset (expected); with combined margin is using the M25F75 subset; and with triplet loss is achieved using the M75F25 subset.
The MORPH African American subset results appear in Table 6 . Again, females only have higher accuracy than males when training data is 100% female. Same as with the Caucasian results, all trainings show highest accuracy for males when training with only male data. The best female results are less clear, as only the combined margin trained on VGGFace2 dataset shows the highest accuracy for females when trained with 100% female data. The majority of the results show a better accuracy for females when a small portion of males in also used in the training (M25F75), especially the softmax training using the VG-GFace2 dataset, as the difference between the 100% female and 25% male / 75% female is 14.42%. The most surprising result for females here is the triplet loss trained with the MS1MV2 dataset, as the best result is achieved when trained with more male data than female data (M75F25). Looking into the average between males and females, only one loss for one dataset achieved the best accuracy when a balanced subset is used. For the other losses and datasets, the best average was achieved when an imbalanced subset was used.
Moving to the Notre Dame dataset, Table 7 shows results for the 30 trainings. First, we can observe that in general all results have higher accuracy than MORPH. Once more, except for softmax trained with VGGFace2, males show higher accuracy when trained with only male data. For the females results, the highest accuracy was achieved when 25% or 75% of the training data used was composed by males. The best averages were not always achieved with a perfect balanced subset, but the difference between the best average and the average with the gender-balanced subset are small. Table 8 shows results for the IJB-B dataset. Overall, the accuracy is much lower than with other datasets. The correlation of best accuracy for males and only male training data is also seen in here, with only one result showing a better accuracy for males when a gender-balanced dataset was used. Female accuracy also shows a not-as-clear pattern. For some combinations of loss and training data, the best accuracy is achieved when only female data is used, as expected. However, some results show higher accuracy for females when only half or 25% of the data is females. The best averages are less centered on balanced subsets than the previous datasets, with best averages being achieved when more or even only male data is used. The poor accuracy of the combined margin loss trained with the VGGFace2 is discussed on Section 3.4.
Training/Testing Noise Issues
In this section we investigate why the combined margin loss when trained with VGGFace2 fails on the IJB-B dataset as well as on one MORPH Caucasian result. When trained with the MS1MV2 dataset, the combined margin shows much higher accuracy on the IJB-B dataset, as well as when tested on different testing datasets, the combined margin trained with the VGGFace2 dataset shows good accuracy.
As both VGGFace2 and MS1MV2 are similar web scraped datasets, we first suspect that the small number of subjects in VGGFace2 is not enough to train the combined margin loss to perform in-the-wild face matching. To validate that, we randomly select the same number of subjects from the MS1MV2 dataset to match the VGGFace2 male and female numbers (3,477 and 5,154) . However, the number of images in this new subset is much smaller, as it only contains 611,043 images. We repeat the training using this subset called MS1MV2-Small. Figure 4 shows the authentic and impostor distribution for the MS1MV2-Small compared to the VGGFace2 training. As the figure shows, the MS1MV2 dataset with same number of subjects has a much higher accuracy, achieving 41.87% for males and 20.58% for females with a FAR of 0.001%, which clearly shows that the problem is not the number of subjects. The VGGFace2 test dataset has many mislabeled images, as shown in [2] . We speculate that the same is true for its training part. An effort to "clean" the dataset is out of the scope of this work.
The problem is not only in the training dataset. The long tail of the impostor distribution of the VGGFace2 training contains images with low quality, substantial blur and substantial off-frontal pose, which are pushing the match threshold to the end of the authentic distribution. the same long tail is seen on the MORPH Caucasian result, which is not shown here due to space constraints. The impostor long tail is much less visible when trained with the MS1MV2 dataset, which was manually cleaned as part of the ArcFace development [9] .
Although the combined margin loss achieves higher accuracy than softmax and triplet loss, it is the only one to be affected by the training noise problems [28] and low quality testing problems [27] , that combined together causes the matcher to fail catastrophically. We speculate that, as it is learning margins between subjects, the combined margin is more sensitive to mislabeled data, duplicated subjects, and noise. 
Gender-Specific Matcher versus General
To determine if gender-specific models are better than single models, we compare the average accuracy of males and females when a single model is trained (balanced), and when two specific models are trained (F100 + M100). Figure 5 shows the comparison between the two approaches. For the softmax loss, training specific models yields better accuracy on all datasets, with a 2.62% difference in the MORPH African American subset. The triplet loss on the other hand, achieves higher accuracy when the single model is trained, with the largest difference in accuracy of 6.88% on the MORPH African American subset. Lastly, the combined margin loss shows slightly higher accuracy for the single model, with differences of less than 1% on the constrained subsets, but 2.13% on the IJB-B dataset.
Gender Separation
The goal of this experiment is to explore if features are naturally clustered into two groups that correspond to females and males. Using the trainings performed with MS1MV2 balanced subset, which generally resulted in the highest accuracy, we clustered the features using hierarchical clustering with Euclidean distance. Figure 6 shows the two clusters for each dataset using the three different loss functions. Starting with the two constrained datasets (MORPH and Notre Dame), the softmax loss training resulted in features that are clearly separating males and females, as for worst case (MORPH African American), 99.8% of the males were clustered into cluster 1, and 87.73% of the females into cluster 2. The triplet loss training features also show gender separation, with 98.22% of males in cluster 1, and 89.19% of females in cluster 2 for the MORPH African American subset. Contrary to the softmax and triplet trainings, the features from the combined margin loss training are much less gender representative. The best separation between males and females for the combined margin loss training is on MORPH Caucasian, with 96.84% of the males clustered into group 1, but only 72.77% of the females clustered into group 2.
Moving to the in-the-wild dataset (IJB-B), none of the three losses shows gender separation while clustering the features into two groups. Analyzing the two clusters, it is not immediately clear what is being separated.
Conclusions and Discussion
The dataset that produces the best overall results is the MS1MV2 dataset, and the best overall loss is the combine margin loss. The results show that when comparing accuracy achieved with the full and the (smaller) balanced training set across all of the different trainings, the balanced training set achieves higher accuracy more often. However, comparing original and balanced training set only on the combination of training set and loss function that achieves the highest accuracy for each of the four test sets, the full training dataset achieves higher accuracy 3 of 4 times. In general, the results suggest that gender-balanced training data is desirable. However, an imbalance up to to 75% males and 25% females incurs at most a relatively minor accuracy penalty.
When correlating gender-balanced training with testing accuracy, we observe the expected pattern for males: in general, there is an increase in males' accuracy while increasing the amount of male data, with the highest males accuracy when only male data is used. However, this is not the case for females, as most of the females' best accuracy was not achieved using only female training data, but when a small (25%) or even large (75%) fraction of data was male images. This finding agrees with [16] , which also reported that when an algorithm (non deep learning) was trained with only female data, the female accuracy was worse than when trained with mixed gender data. With a few exceptions, the best average of both genders is achieved when using balanced training. Overall, women only has higher accuracy than men when when only female images are used in the training set, showing that the men higher accuracy is not due to more male images in the training datasets.
The combination of the two specific models only shows higher average accuracy for one loss compared to the single model. However, for it to be used, prior gender information is required. As the single model does not require a gender information and also shows higher accuracy than two models, single models should be used.
The failed results on the IJB-B dataset demonstrate the importance of training dataset curation. Testing dataset noise is another issue that is observed, which some previous works overcome with "template" matching (matching groups of images), instead of single-image matching, but cleaning procedures are highly desirable.
For two losses on the constrained datasets, the clustering experiment showed the expected: when the face features are clustered into two groups, these groups were mainly formed by males and females, demonstrating that male faces are more similar to other male faces than female faces, and that female faces are more similar to other female faces than male faces. However, in an unconstrained in-the-wild dataset, there is not a separation between males and females into the two clusters.
